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About This Game

Battle Of Worldviews - "real time strategy" in which you have to fight with friends or AI, while watching the resources, weather
conditions and their development. Constantly explore and discover improvements for your units, actively extract missing

resources, suddenly attack other players at night and victory will always be yours.
Features:

* The game develops and is being finalized.
* Change of time of day and weather conditions.

* Pleasant graphics.
* Good soundtrack.

* Multiplayer.
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Title: Battle Of Worldviews
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
ARGames
Publisher:
Metal Fox
Release Date: 26 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Windows Vista/Windows 7/8/10

Processor: 1.6 GHz

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space
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battle of worldviews

Fun game. Can be successful without spending money, but better if you do.. Neat platformer deffinatly worth the price,
discount unneeded lol. the timer really puts you end edge 10\/10 would say "stfu im comming
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665!" again . though i do not know if she is suppose to appear by chance or if it bugs out if you
die and she might not show.. Anyone else have the problem of it being impossible to put out the dumpster fire? Yea, it doesn't
go out. The game is a complete waste of 17 bucks. Do not buy it.... I have been following this game for a while. I've been
looking forward to a cooking game AND a local multiplayer game on the Vive ever since I got it. This game is great. It's all
variations of burgers but I think for the price there is a good amount of replayability. There is decent customization and even an
'Endless' mode where things are randomized.. Im not typically into dungeon crawler type games, but im having a lot of fun with
this one and getting a lot more in a row hours than I thought I owuld from it. Its style is artsy enough to be unique yet simple
enough so that you can have fun and use your imagination a lot with it. It has a great enjoy it if your casual but really get into it
if you pour over teh details and get into it mechanics feel to it. Music could use a little more variety but other than that Im
loving it so far. Plus you can be a werewolf! not enough of that in games.. no one is ever online but it is a good game
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At first I really liked this game. Even though I got lost several times...
There are for sure some really nice moments and specially the beginning is well done.
The "interaction" with the different characters and to solve somehow a murder case is interesting.
But until the second chapter for me it felt like it wasn´t a priority anymore. <= for me a bit sad.
If there is a line of a story you should always get back to it.

Next to it the environment. First you are in a closed factory, later on in a mine and then outside in a small hidden village.
To use "stairs" for the connection between the levels is not a bad idea.
Here and there you really got the feeling of a psychological horrorgame, but it was also a bit jumpy from one chapter to the
other. I understand that it is nice to show different environments, but it would have been more catchy just to focus on one story
to get all of the creepy psychological and atmospheric ingredients to make it perfect.
And later on with updates a psychological chapter in a mine, third in a village... Just for not loosing the focus.

Oh...and sometimes I had the feeling there were much more ideas which they would have liked to follow, but werent able to. =>
always keep the ideas!

In the end I would like to see more of Mr Adams and his weird mind. :)
. Created a horse named spirit legs accidentally made a very deep hole and spirit legs jumped in... R.I.P Spirit legs forever in our
hearts

10\/10. This game is a blast!

Prepare to dodge bullets. Prepare to rip parts of the enemies you'll face. Prepare to die, a lot.

And prepare to have much fun while doing so.

9/10. Game will crash on you when you are very to close to the tedious archivement.
Then you will realise that this game doesn't use cloud service or auto save so all your progress is gone.

EDIT:

Game autosaves now got fixed by the dev.
Crash also got fixed.

Nice game to quickly hunt some archievements not everyone has.. The reviews currently say "mixed" which is INSANE. Those
of you that wrote negative reviews are worthless.

Gravitron 2 is one of the 100 best video games ever made. It delightfully merges gameplay elements from Gravitar, Tempest
and Choplifter! in one amazing package. I'm seeing people complain about the controls - these people are lazy and probably
trying to use a mouse. It's got Asteroids-style controls, buttons for everything. So now it's Gravitar, Tempest, Choplifter! and
Asteroids.

There's more levels than anyone will probably ever play. It looks gorgeous. It has a wonderful learning curve, things blow up
nicely when they blow up and it is THE best retro arcade-style game on Steam. There are some levels where you need to think a
bit and some where you can just go hogwild. It also has shields and the ability to get more fuel from the environment, so now it's
Gravitar, Tempest, Choplifter!, Asteroids, Asteroids Deluxe and Scramble. I'll tell you exactly what it is: a goddamn
masterpiece.. Terribly sorry but after running out of budget for the umpteenth time I got bored of this game and off-loaded it.
Looks great on paper I will agree but the gameplay is so frustrating. Obviously a steep learning curve attached to this game but it
is supposed to be fun. Though I like an element of learning in a game I felt the curve to play this was too steep and a more
player-friendly experience can be had playing Medieval Bridge Constructor or the original Bridge Constructor game itself..
Wow... Just wow... I always have loved playing games that has Cats in them. They always have gave me entertainment with it's
decent gameplay and interesting plot to the games. HOWEVER This is the type of game that I did NOT enjoy even with a
Cat character for the game.
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It's obvious this came from a mobile port, The screen saying "Tap To Start" is obvious to tell.

Pros:

- The music is pretty much the only good thing about the game.

- Animation is pretty good.

- It's a Cat character, Of course I'll like the little guy.

Cons:

- The jump has a really awkward delay, So it's hard to even time it right when you jump on a small platform to
another. Even when you time it right. Which is a big killer for this game.

- Could make space and up arrow more of an option to jump aswell instead of just the left mouse click.

Overall: It's god awful. I was really dissapointed on how this game turned out, and the game didnt get a fix on anything
to make it better. PLEASE do yourself a favour and buy another Cat game that is actually worth buying..
Achievements.
Easy 100% \/ 1min.
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